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media rights growing at a faster rate than any
other area of sports business, the opportunity
within the realm of OTT is significant.
However, today’s direct-to-consumer sports
marketing landscape is fiercely competitive and
on top of that, your target audience has more
choices than ever before for what they do with
their time and money.
While there has never been an easier time to
reach a global audience, capturing attention
and driving positive ROI remain the biggest
challenges for most brands across the globe.
As sports organisations look to invest in a directto-consumer OTT proposition, it is essential to
align with a marketing partner who not only
understands how to engage audiences, but one
that has a track record of delivering commercial
success for the world’s leading sports
organisations and broadcasters.”

CEO, WePlay
4
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765M
people worldwide
use a subscription

ott video service
at least once per month.

Our inaugural Playbook – the
critically acclaimed How To
Win On Facebook – provided a
comprehensive and compelling
guide for sports organisations
looking to drive revenue and
results on Facebook.
This Playbook – How To Win On
OTT – is the second in our series,
and combines WePlay’s
experience and expertise
in working with the world’s
leading OTT companies in
the sports industry.
The result?
A clear and powerful
performance-driven strategy
guide that will help you to engage
with the modern sports fan and
achieve unparalleled results.

The rise
of OTT
In the last decade, the way fans
watch, download and engage
with sports content has seen a
marked shift.
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As of 2019, nearly 765 million
people worldwide use a
subscription OTT video service
at least once per month.1

While these changes have
swept the wider market,
nowhere is this more apparent
than in the sports industry.

OTT, or over-the-top media
services, is a subscription-based
video on demand service that
bypasses traditional distributors
of content (cable, broadcast and
satellite TV platforms), enabling
consumers to view live and
recorded content – anytime,
anywhere on any device.

In the next three to five years,
worldwide revenues from sports
digital media rights will grow
by 11%, faster than any other
business area. By contrast,
traditional TV rights will see the
slowest growth at 3.2%.5

The global subscription OTT
market is expected to grow
24% by the end of 2019,
due to increasing internet
penetration, faster speeds and
a broader shift towards online
entertainment.2

To capitalise, sports
broadcasters and rights
holders need a specialist
that understands the sports
consumer; growth specialists
that sit at the forefront of
digital marketing, who know
the right message to serve and
when to serve it.

With a team of in-house
digital marketing professionals
who specialise in direct-toconsumer marketing, we have
become the go-to-agency for
brands like ESPN, UFC Arabia,
Premier Sports, Eleven Sports
and EuroLeague Basketball to
deliver highly effective digital
marketing campaigns that drive
subscriptions and new revenue
streams from their OTT products.
This Playbook will equip you with
the tools, tactics and techniques
needed to increase awareness of
your OTT product and service,
acquire new customers and
boost retention.

1 2 3 eMarketer 2018 | New Worldwide OTT

Video Service Figures

By 2022, 1 in 5 people will no
longer watch traditional pay TV.3
This behavioural change makes
sense, given the success of
streaming platforms like Netflix,
Amazon Prime and Hulu.
With soaring popularity,
the global video streaming
market is set to be worth
over $129 billion by 2023.4

At WePlay, we’re a new
kind of sports marketing
agency, combining a
blend of data and analysis,
strategy and consultancy,
creative production, and
media planning and buying
to engage global sports
audiences and convert them
into paying subscribers.

4 Digital TV Research 2019 |Global OTT

Revenues To Climb To $129 Billion
5 eMarketer 2019 | Sports OTT Landscape
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But the first step in any
performance-driven strategy is
to identify, analyse and segment
your audience.

Understanding
your audience

Intelligence is the foundation
of all successful performancedriven campaigns.
To build highly targeted
and effective digital OTT
campaigns, it’s important to
combine data-driven insights
with a commercially focused
analysis and strategy.
This means taking a wider
look at the content you’re
producing, the platforms
you’re using and the audience
you’re trying to reach. Each of
these should be benchmarked
against past performance to
create a 360-degree view of
your digital marketing mix.
Taken as a whole, these
commercial, data, audience
and content learnings can then
be deployed into a full-scale
OTT strategy that will ensure
you achieve a maximum ROI.
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Today’s sports fan is multifaceted, using numerous devices
and media platforms to access
content and engage with brands,
clubs and players.
In the UK & US, 1 in 3 fans now
watch live sports exclusively
via streaming subscriptions.6
Younger generations are fuelling
adoption, as 70% of millennial
and Gen Z households now
have a paid OTT streaming
subscription.7
For OTT providers, it’s vital
to blend audience insights,
historical data and market
research to reach the
‘micro’ level of customer
understanding.

As a general rule of thumb, we begin by analysing an
organisation’s platform and customer journey, including:

Value
proposition

Competitor
analysis

Exclusivity
of rights

Free trial
conversion

Average
subscriber
duration

Subscriber
trends

Pricing
structure

Web
vs. app
conversion
ratio

Churn
rate

This generates a complete picture of the ideal consumer
and helps deliver campaigns that maximise spend and drive
commercial success.

6 eMarketer 2019 | Sports OTT Landscape
in the UK
7 Deloitte 2018 | Digital
Media Trends Survey
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What
do OTT
audiences
look like?
By 2020, customer experience
will overtake price and product
as the key differentiator
between brands.8
To engage with a new
generation of sports fans,
OTT providers must deliver
on modern values like choice,
control and convenience.
Increasingly, this means offering
services such as downloadable
content and archive
programming to engage fans
outside of live-only events.

A tailored,
performancedriven
approach
As a collective, OTT audiences
are heavily driven by fandom.
Nowadays, popular stars bring
modern fans closer to the
action. Social media plays a
key role in this 24/7 content
cycle, as fans are able to follow
their favourite athletes’ lives
like never before.

8 Walker 2019 | Customers 2020 – Customer

Capabilities
& limitations

Targeting the right audience
requires a tailored approach,
since casual fans are tough to
convert into regular paying
subscribers.

We define these key audience
indicators by asking ourselves
questions like (but not limited to):

OTT providers need to find
their niche and apply multiple
filters and touchpoints to
ensure the right audience
is targeted with the right
message at the right time.

2 Are there any specific
cultural learnings or nuances
to consider?

Experience Consulting

At WePlay, we do this by
defining key audience indicators
that help identify hardcore fans
who are more likely to purchase
a subscription model.

1

Where is this fan located?

3 Has this person shown an
interest (e.g. follow a Facebook
or Instagram page) in a specific
sport, player or category?
4 Has this fan engaged with
multiple pieces of content?
5 Is this user subscribed to
another OTT service?
6 What can we learn from
their online buying behaviour?

Depending on which audience
segment the consumer falls
into, they get targeted with a
different approach.
Potential customers who tend
to watch longer-form content
based on their viewing habits
for example might be targeted
with an educational YouTube
video, whilst someone who
enjoys reading articles might
be targeted by display
advertising based on their
behaviour on social media.
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When designing content
for potential customers in
your marketing funnel, it’s
important to understand
the specific capabilities
and limitations of your
OTT platform.
Ask yourself: what are the
unique selling points of your
product? In what is a rapidly
evolving marketplace, it
is important to know the
strengths of your platform
to ensure you stand out
from the competition.
This could be unlimited
access to live HD content,
anytime, anywhere, or
archived sports matches or
events that can’t be found
anywhere else.
The USPs may vary
depending on the platform,
sport, and audience you’re
trying to reach, but it should
play a prominent role in
your performance-driven
marketing strategy.

Next, make sure to leverage
the value proposition of the
product itself. Emphasise
the freedom and flexibility
of an OTT subscription and
tap into modern customer
needs of choice, control
and convenience. OTT
subscriptions are generally
scalable, customisable and
budget-friendly. These
enhanced capabilities will
foster stronger engagement
and lead to more conversions
down the line.
While OTT sports platforms
provide a wealth of customer
benefits, it’s vital to recognise
and understand potential
barriers in customer acquisition.
The quality of the product and
platform will play a major role
in the success of campaigns.
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We believe creative is the art that
brings the science and data to life.

Great creative is
built on a foundation
of intelligent,
data-driven
learnings
and insights.
For OTT providers, having a strong
grasp of cultural and behavioural
shifts will enable a more bespoke
and targeted approach.
Whether you’re designing
creative and visual assets like
short-form video content or
crafting punchy messaging and
copy, intelligence is the key to
serving powerful messages
that will resonate with a
given audience.
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Developing
an audienceled creative
strategy
To spark large-scale
engagement, you’ll need
to develop an audience-led
creative strategy. This means
producing with an audiencefirst outlook. Since your
audience will vary in their
online behaviours, location and
demographics, so must your
approach to engaging them.
With an audience-led creative
strategy you will be able to
speak to your target audience
wherever they may be.
For OTT providers, it’s likely that
your target audience spends
their time across multiple
platforms, with every platform
having its own variance of
algorithms and formats for
serving content and advertising.
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The
importance
of copy
The level of personalisation
required must consider aspects
such as the specific audience
segment that you’re targeting,
the platform the user is on, the
device they are using, the time
of day, the location they are
based in and the language they
have their profile set to.
A one-size-fits-all-approach
may work if you have a killer
event like a pay-per-view that
everyone is talking about, but
when it comes to creating
consistent growth monthon-month, it is essential
to develop your creative
in accordance with the
components listed above.
When it comes to format
selection, we like to combine a
mixture of video for awareness
marketing and static creative

when the audience is closer
to making a purchase. This
is simply because after your
audience has been inspired
with a high-impact video that
has hopefully delivered the
emotional component, they’re
now going to be looking for
the rational aspect, such as the
price and the terms - thus ready
to make a purchase. Your job is
to make the purchase decision
as efficient as possible by
simplifying the message.
Also remember this crucial
but sometimes ignored point:
your OTT platform is aiming
to sell video content, so your
marketing should utilise video
to show a glimpse of what to
expect from within the platform.
Lean on the best of your video
archive to draw new users in.

Copy often gets overlooked
in the creative process. Why?
Many feel that while design
requires skill to produce, we
are all capable of putting a
few words together. Don’t be
fooled here. Use a specialist
copywriter. Copy is just
as important as the visual
element, and sometimes
even more so.
When it comes to developing
engaging copy, we look at a
combination of both rational
and emotional vocabulary, also
known as talking to the head
and the heart.

Let’s look at a couple
of examples of how this
could play out in an
advertisement.
A rational ad might look
and sound like:

“Buy your pass now and watch
the latest MMA fights”
While an emotional ad could
look and sound like:

“Your only destination to watch
the biggest fights in the world’s
fastest growing sport”

There is no right or wrong here,
but by referencing the fandom
and the exclusivity of the
product, you’ll be tapping into
the passion of the audience.
So whether you’re looking to run
awareness campaigns or push
an already engaged fan over the
line to convert, it’s important to
understand the key selling points
of your product.
Utilise engaging copy to
communicate both rational
and emotional messages, and
maximise the impact you have
on your audience.
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Welcome
to Moment
Marketing
You guessed it performance is about
results. It is where all
the components that we
have discussed previously
come together to form the
campaign execution. This is
where the magic happens.

As with all forms
of marketing, it is
important to put
yourself in the shoes
of the consumer
and think about how
you will specifically
target the right
fan, with the right
message at the
right moment.
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Are your fans engaging with
mobile Instagram content
on the commute to work, for
example? Do your audiences
share YouTube videos with
friends in the evening on
their laptop?

We’ve analysed and collected
data from over 300 million
data points and over 10 million
individual conversions to
determine the exact moments
to engage sports fans. We call
this Moment Marketing.
Moment Marketing is a channel
agnostic approach that takes
data from across the digital
and social media ecosystem.
We apply this to reach the right
fan, with the right message at
the right moment.
We track fan behaviour and
leverage sophisticated data and
analytics to understand what
time of day, week, month or year
the interest in your platform or
service will be highest.

of fans check
facebook for sports
content
at least once a day.
When seeking to increase
OTT subscriptions, it’s crucial
that you understand the time
of day that your audience
is most likely to respond.

By asking granular questions,
we can move beyond data to
understand human behaviour
and motivation. When you
uncover why actions are
being taken, you can tailor
performance marketing to
meet sports fans in their
natural environment.
This will ensure your strategy
provides relevant messages
to relevant people, in the
most cost-effective
way possible.

In the UK for example, 58% of
fans visit Facebook for sports
content at least once per day.
This insight is useful, but it’s
how you action it that counts.
With performance-driven
campaigns, you can offer
personalised marketing at every
stage of the fan journey.
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S TA GE

S TA GE

- Educate on
available content
- Highlight platform
features

CONSIDERATION

Promote
exclusive content
Drive app
downloads

CONVERSION

Initiate
free trials
Convert to paid
subscribers

Executing a performance
marketing campaign
At WePlay, we are channel
agnostic. We have no
preference for a marketing
channel; we care only about
performance and the best
places to reach and engage
the audience to achieve the
desired outcomes.
Our performance
marketing channel mix for
a project may include:
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1

Paid social media across
all leading social channels

2

Paid search on
Google & Bing

3

Display & programmatic

4

Email marketing

5

Content & search
engine marketing

With a performancedriven strategy, you’ll
need to break your
objectives and goals
into stages, such as
awareness, consideration
or conversion. These
stages then form the
basis of your strategic
execution and how
you will deliver impact
at each stage of the
marketing funnel.

If you’re looking to engage with new
audiences or customers for the first
time, then it’s important to create
content that will raise awareness of
your OTT brand or product.
Awareness is a ‘top-of-the-funnel’
marketing outcome. Awareness
marketing is executed with the view
of capturing the attention of new
potential customers. For example,
these could be sports fans that
have shown interest in content your
platform offers.
If your OTT platform is relatively
new, unknown or entering a
saturated marketplace, then
creating a sense of awareness will
be key. This helps engage sports
fans who have shown potential
interest in pre-determined audience
indicators. In short, awareness
campaigns allow you to cast a
wide net at the top of the
marketing funnel.
In this phase, content needs to be
snappy and impactful. The objective
here is twofold:
1

Capture attention. To do
this, we need to be able to
provide a message that gets
the target consumer to pay
attention.

2

Utilise the data derived from the
click, like, view, comment
or share to form the basis of
your retargeting.

Remember,
the goal of an
OTT awareness
campaign is not to
convert right away
– instead, look for
ways to capture
interest.
For example, showcase a
teaser of what to expect
as a subscriber or highlight
testimonials from other
subscribers saying what they
love about the product.

S T A G E

AWARENESS

After you have secured your
audience’s attention through
awareness activity, you can
run a secondary ad campaign
in the form of retargeting
that turns this awareness
into consideration and intent.
Consideration is found in
the middle of the conversion
funnel and is defined as the
percentage of consumers who
would consider your brand for
a given purchase occasion.

The setup for achieving
consideration is the same
for awareness; however,
you would select objectives
that align with this stage
in the funnel. For example,
capturing new leads from
people who have shown the
potential to convert in a case
where someone has watched
a video or liked a post.
Football fans on Facebook,
for example, could be in the
consideration phase for a
number of different reasons.
Perhaps you’re looking to
get installs of your app, drive
leads for a competition or
collect interest in a free trial.
Whatever the intended
objective, it’s pivotal that
you tailor content and
creative to push your
prospects further along the
marketing funnel. As an OTT
provider, consider adding
call-to-actions and highlight
upcoming live events.

The term “conversion” is a
collective phrase used to
define a number of intended
outcomes, from Leads,
Purchases, Adds to Cart and
much more. The specific
conversion outcome that you
optimise for will depend on
the objectives of your
campaign, but most OTT
providers focus on downloads
and subscriptions.
You can achieve direct,
measurable revenues by
converting your objectives using
specific tactics that are focused
on ‘direct response’ actions.
Whether you’re looking to
drive app installs, activate paid
subscriptions or re-engage
users that have churned
previously, creating targeted
content and combining this with
direct response actions will help
to push targeted consumers
over the purchase line.

This subtle change places
more emphasis on targeting
users who regularly engage
with, follow and visit relevant
stakeholder websites and
social pages.

The best awareness campaigns are
less about price and conversion and
more about promoting valuable
content and features. This piques
interest and captures user attention,
which is great when looking to stay
top-of-mind with your prospects.
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Deletes
App

Served ad based
on best performing
platform

A/B test
creative and copy

Retargeted on
Served ad based
on best performing
platform

Drive to
App Store

Re-downloads?

No

Yes

Drive to
App Store

Re-downloads?

No

Re-engage
churning
customers
and boost
retention by
implementing
a retargeting
strategy
across
various
platforms

Re-downloads?

Yes

No

Yes
User
removed
after 8
weeks

What is churn
and how
does it affect
your OTT
strategy?
As an OTT sports broadcaster,
it’s important to analyse, predict
and plan for customer churn.
Churn rate is simply the
number of OTT service
subscribers that cancel or
let their subscriptions lapse.
Sports broadcasters are
particularly vulnerable to
churn, due to the seasonal
viewing nature of traditional
sports seasons.
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The reasons for churn will
inevitably vary between
platforms, but as a whole
can be categorised into two
distinct categories:
Voluntary churn – These are
customers that purposefully
cancel their subscription. For
example, the football season
has ended, and a customer no
longer wants to pay during the
summer months.
Involuntary churn – These
are subscribers that churn
unintentionally, either due to
an expired payment method or
declined transaction.

How to
combat churn
and drive
retention
In order to develop a clearer
picture of how churn affects
your OTT subscription model,
you’ll need to understand
exactly why your customers
are leaving.
When you discover the why,
you’ll be able to combat
churn and drive greater
customer retention.
We like to start by analysing
past performance data. This
helps us to learn about customer

behaviour and specific triggers
that drive churn or retention.
This includes tracking subscriber
volume over time against the
events calendar to determine
when customers are likely
to unsubscribe.
These insights can then be
used to inform both the
growth strategy and also how
content is created, with the
view of either keeping existing
subscribers engaged or reconverting the churn.
In addition to a remarketing
strategy, other tactics to
support against churn include
CRM marketing in the form
of email satisfaction surveys,
social media community
management or lead form ads
to collect specific customer
responses.
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C A S E

S T U D Y

UFC Arabia:
Driving
Awareness &
Subscriptions

UFC Arabia is a mobile app and
streaming OTT service showing
exclusive live and archived
UFC content across 21 MENA
markets. WePlay was appointed
to help generate awareness of
UFC Arabia as a mobile app
and its value proposition, and
drive paid subscriptions and
digital marketing services to
the streaming service and its
owners, Abu Dhabi Media.
With two primary objectives
- generating awareness and
driving paid subscriptions/
customer acquisition - the
campaign was measured
by app downloads and
subscriptions.
In the ever-expanding audience
universe of UFC fans globally
and more importantly in MENA,
an audience segmentation
strategy was built to aid
WePlay’s targeting. Based on
this and other factors such
22

as purchase behaviours,
credit card penetration and
disposable income data,
markets were placed into
three tiers. The media budget
was then divided to align with
the markets that were most
likely to download the app,
and subsequently purchase
a subscription.

As a new product and with
no historical user data, it was
essential that UFC Arabia’s
business proposition was
communicated clearly.
To achieve this, WePlay
developed a three-stage
strategy in accordance with
our bespoke marketing funnel;
Awareness, Consideration
and Conversion.
By applying an ‘always-on’
approach across multiple
touchpoints, which included
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
Google Search, Google Display
Network, Google Universal App
Campaign (UAC), YouTube,
Snapchat and Apple App Store,
we reached our target audience
with a consistent message in a
variety of formats to reinforce
the brand message.
A tailored audience segmentation
approach was formulated to
identify previously untapped

opportunities. This approach
consisted of layers that
prospected audiences based
on their affinity/connection
to relevant brands and sports
talent, forming the foundation of
our audience targeting strategy.
Users who regularly engaged
with, followed and/or had
visited relevant UFC stakeholder
websites and social pages were
identified as the core audience.
As awareness improved over
time, it was important for
WePlay to begin using datadriven insights taken from the
platforms directly and the app
SDK to aid our consideration and
conversion strategies.
Utilising the strengths of
multiple touchpoints enabled
us to enhance campaign
performance by playing
towards the strengths of each
of the platforms’ placements.

For example, Google UAC
helped drive downloads to
the app, whereas Facebook
and Instagram were used
to increase purchase
consideration and
drive subscriptions.
What made this campaign
different was our
implementation of unique
SDK ‘events’ that allowed us
to monitor user behaviour.
This provided us with detailed
and accurate data, which
allowed us to target specific
audiences based on their
viewing behaviours. A variety
of ads, with different creative
and messaging tailored to the
behavioural traits, were then
served to those audiences to
maximise conversion.
This process helped contribute
to customer acquisition and
ultimately, as these users
were the most engaged and

advocates of the service,
has helped to reduce churn.
The campaign served 280
million impressions, and
within the first two months,
the app was downloaded
over 139,000 times and
had over 13,000 signups.

With a CPA that is
33% below target,
WePlay has built a
strong foundation
and rich data pool
that will help to
continuously drive
revenue for UFC
Arabia across the
MENA Region.		
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We live in a rapidly changing
world. A world where
technology, content and
marketing govern how we all
find entertainment. We rely
on technology to provide a
seamless experience. We seek
for content that captivates our
emotions and we expect for
marketing to provide us with
the next storyline to follow.
This culmination of
technology, content and
marketing has paved the
way for OTT and for all
video-on-demand
services. However,
the reality
that many
organisations
have faced is
that an investment
in technology and
content without
marketing, is not
enough to win.
Gone are the days of ‘if we
build the platform, and buy
the rights, they will come.’
Your audience have endless
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choices for what they do with
their time and money. If you
want their attention, you have
to capture it.
Take a proactive approach
with your marketing – instead
of waiting for the audience
to come to you, take your
product to your audience.
Devise an audience-led
creative strategy and tailor
each message that you
produce to the specific
audience you want to engage.
As mentioned earlier in
this Playbook, this includes
variables like geolocation,
language, demographics, and
user behaviour.
Intelligence and creative
together turbo-charge
social, search and display
marketing performance. With
the knowledge obtained in
the intelligence stage of this
Playbook, and the tailored
content from the creative
stage, you can target the right

consumers with the right
message at the right time
on the right platform.
Use a channel mix that
includes highly effective
channels like Facebook,
Google Ads and Instagram
to distribute your hypertargeted and creative
advertisements to your
desired audiences. The
insights found within these
platforms will help you to
optimise your digital spend
at the different stages of
your marketing funnel and
directly increase your ROI.
Finally, with regards to the
churn of customers, it’s
crucial to track customer
behaviour within your
platform to identify key
triggers that are likely to
cause churn. When you
understand why fans leave,
you can take proactive steps
to retain customers with
purposeful and tailored
content.

What we’ve covered in this
Playbook should help in
laying the foundations for a
strategy to ensure that you
can reach a scaled target
audience with your product
and service and achieve
measured returns from your
marketing.
As the competition in
the OTT industry heats
up, capturing fans and
converting them into paying
subscribers will become
increasingly challenging.
Put distance between
yourself and your
competitors by
implementing the tools,
tactics and techniques in
this Playbook, and capitalise
on the exponential growth
of the market now.
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Digital Marketing
Glossary of Terms
Terms

Definition

Awareness

An approach to marketing in which a company focuses on getting the brand
recognised by potential customers

Churn

Churn rate is the number of OTT service subscribers that cancel or let their
subscriptions lapse

Consideration

Consideration is defined as the percentage of consumers who would consider your
brand for a given purchase occasion

Conversion

The term “conversion” is a collective phrase used to define a number of intended
outcomes, from Leads, Purchases, Adds to Cart and much more

CPA

Cost Per Acquisition (CPA) is a marketing metric that measures the aggregate
cost to acquire one paying customer on a campaign or channel level

CPM

Cost Per Thousand (CPM) is the cost to serve one thousand impressions
to a target audience with your advertisement

CTA

Call-to-action (CTA) is a passage of copy, text link, button, image, or some type of
web link that encourages a consumer to take action

CVR

Conversion Rate (CVR) shows you how effective your marketing campaigns
are at converting clicks to sales

Moment Marketing

A channel agnostic approach that takes data from across the digital and
social media ecosystem. We apply this to reach the right fan, with the right
message at the right moment

OTT

Over the top (OTT) is a term used to refer to content providers that distribute
streaming media as a standalone product

Reach

The potential number of customers it is possible to reach through your campaign

ROAS

Return on Advertisement Spending (ROAS) is a KPI that is used

weplay.co
weplayco
weplaycreative
weplayco
weplayco

To download a digital version of
this Playbook, scan this QR code:

to determine media effectiveness
ROI

Return on investment (ROI) is a ratio between the net profit and cost of investment

SDK

SDK (software development kit) is a tool that allows you to track in-app events and
set up custom conversions
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